PUBLICATIONS

BOOKS

ARTICLES


Garnier, Camille. ADicos d=Or et Spelling Bee: Francais et Americains face a leur langue@ CONTEMPORARY FRENCH CIVILIZATION, Winter/Spring 2001.


Otu, Emmanuel. A Thermodynamics of the extraction of metal ions by dialkyl-substituted alkylenediphosphonic acids. II. The U (VI) and Sr. (II) Case. Solvent Extractions and Ion Exchange 2001, 19 (6) 1017-1036; with Renato Chiarizia.


Shen, Yu. AWomen and Modernization in Taiwan@ (in Chinese), included in Hanchao Lu, ed., Modernization in Taiwan (Hong Kong, 2001).


Sloss, G. Sam. 2001. AThe Success of Science: An Evolutionary Perspective. @ Michigan Sociological Review 15: 124-144.


Wyandotte, Annette. A A Special Gift: Archetypes in Ancient Literature as a Reflection of Readers >Languaged Understandings=.. @ Journal of Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (JoSoTL) 1 (2001).

**PROCEEDINGS, PAPERS, & PUBLISHED ABSTRACTS**


Keefe, Thomas. Proceedings: Educause 2001, A Assessment of instructor-led versus Internet-
Based Instruction.


**REVIEWS**


PERFORMANCES AND CREATIVE WORKS

PERFORMANCES & CREATIVE WORKS
Clem, Debra. Disco Erudio, (Invitational), Indiana University Northwest, Gary, Indiana, March 5-19.

Clem, Debra. Off Campus: IU Southeast Faculty Exhibition, (group exhibition, Floyd County Museum, New Albany, Indiana; May 26-July 13.


Clem, Debra. Debra Clem: Recent Work, (solo exhibition), Wittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio; January 15-February 23.


Dunn, Millard. Poems (mostly from sixes and sevens) read at the Southwest Texas Popular Culture meeting in Albuquerque, NM, March 6-10, 2001.


Goldstein, Joanna. Kentucky Center Chamber Players, Stem Concert Hall, April 8, 2001.


Goldstein, Joanna. Repeat of Recital with Gregory Fulkerson for the Suzuki Institute, University of Louisville, June 11, 2001.


Goldstein, Joanna. Kentucky Center Chamber Players, season opener, home of Carl T. Fischer,


Jones, Brian. Group Showcase, Galerie Hertz, Louisville, KY.

Jones, Brian. Brian Jones - Recent Works, SUNY Brockport, Brockport, NY, solo exhibition of 17 works, paintings, drawings and prints.

Jones, Brian. Offcampus, Carnegie Center for the Arts, New Albany, IN.

Moffett, Susan and Whitesell, Marilyn. In Indiana Exhibition, Indianapolis Museum of Art, October.

Moffett, Susan. Off Campus, Carnegie Center for Art & History, New Albany, IN (invitational exhibit of IUS Fine Art Faculty work, digital prints shown).

Moffett, Susan and Whitesell, Marilyn. Shared Lives/Divided Lives, Joan Derryberry Art Gallery, Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville (three person invitational exhibit of digital prints), March 6-April 1.


Moffett, Susan. The Art of Wood Engraving, Prints from the Wood Engravers Network, Foster Gallery, University of Wisconsin at Eau Claire, March 1-April 3.

Moffett, Susan. *Disco Erudio* To Learn/To Teach, Gallery Northwest, Indiana University Northwest, Gary, (invitational exhibit, including IUS student, Becky Hefley), March 5-April 6.

St. Pierre, L. Grace. Performed as soloist in concert with the IUS Orchestra. (February/April)


**PAPERS PRESENTED**


Alse, Johnny. Presented A*Economic Resources on the Web,* to faculty members and graduate students at Madras School of Economics, March 14, 2001, Chennai, India.


Midwest Association of Teacher Educators Conference. Merillville, IN. April 8-9.


Carducci, B.J. (2001, May). Everything you ever wanted to know about shyness but were too shy to ask. Invited address for the Psi Chi Program at the meeting of the Midwestern Psychological Association, Chicago.


Carducci, B.J. (2001, November). Everything you ever wanted to know about shyness but were too shy to ask. Invited address for The William Griffitt Memorial Lecture, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS.

Carducci, B.J. (2001, April). The intraperson, interpersonal and transpersonal nature of shyness. Invited colloquium presentation to the Department of Behavioral Sciences at California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, Pomona, CA.


Crothers, A. Glenn. AThe Lewis and Clark Community Research Project: Teaching the Early Republic Through Service Learning, Society for Historians of the Early American Republic, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, July 22, 2001.


Faulk, Dagney. AReflections on Sprawl from Northeastern Brazil, presented at the Indiana Planning Association Annual Conference, Clarksville, IN, October 4, 2001.

Fields, T.H. Using group work skills to enhance meetings. Formal presentation at the Midwest Counseling Association, Fort Wayne, IN, October 2001.


Findling, John. AAmerica at the Great Exhibition, invited lecture presented at the annual meeting of the Prince Albert Society, Coburg, Germany, September 2001.


Free, Kathleen. AFun and Games! Helping your students think in the clinical and classroom setting, Nursing Education in the Rockies, July 28, 2001, Breckinridge, CO.


Henry, G.O. & Hoell, R.C. Do We Preach What They Practice: A Content Analysis of Human Resource Professionals Electronic Communication. Paper address to: Twenty Second Annual Southern Industrial Relations and Human Resources Conference, Louisville, KY.

Henry, G.O., Burger, T, & Henry, M. Gender Differences during Mediation Sessions at Law School. Paper address to: Indiana Academy of Social Sciences, Rensselaer, IN.


Hess, Mickey. AA Nomad Faculty: Composition=s Online Representations of Work, Product and Workplace. @ Constructing Cyberculture(s): Performance, Pedagogy, and Politics in Online Spaces, a conference at the University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland, 7 April 2001.

Hess, Mickey. AMountain DewS from the Right-to-Lifers, @ and Selections from El Cumpleanos de Paco. Insomnicathon. 22 Feb, 2001. Louisville, KY.


Hollingsworth, Joeseph. Presented an education workshop AToys are Us: Improving Instruction with Toys in the Computer Science Classroom @ at Special Interest Group on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE) 2001 Workshops, Charlotte, NC, March 2001.

Hollingsworth, Joseph. ARESOLVE-Style Software Component Engineering @, invited talk at the University of Alabama, Computer Science Department, Research Colloquium Series, Tuscaloosa, AL, October 26, 2001.

Keefe, Thomas. Presentation at Indiana Academy of Social Sciences Fall 2001, AExperiences from the Frontline: Teaching Asynchronously Vs. Face-to-Face @.

Keefe, Thomas. Presentation at Eastern Academy of Management Spring 2001, AThe Internet Carnaval: Impact on Student Satisfaction, @ April 21, Toledo, OH.


Morganett, L.L. ATeaching Psychology with the New APA Psychology Standards,@ presented at the National Council for the Social Studies Great Lakes Regional Conference on April 19, 2001, in Minneapolis, MN.

Morganett, L.L. AMotivating Social Studies Students to Learn in the 21st Century,@ presented at the National Council for the Social Studies Great Lakes Regional Conference to be held on April 20, 2001, Minneapolis, MN.

Morganett, L.L. AMotivating Social Studies Students to Learn in the 21st Century,@ presented at the National Council for Social Studies Great Lakes Regional Conference on April 21, 2001, in Minneapolis, MN.


Myers, Judy. Poster Presentation. AUnique Clinical Partnerships, American Association of Colleges of Nursing Annual Meeting, Washington, DC.

Myers, Judy. AWomen Activists and the Kentucky Birth Control Movement: 1930-1950", Women=s Health in Kentucky: Challenges and Opportunities, Louisville, KY.


Otu, Emmanuel. ATemperature effects on the extraction of Am (III), Sr. (II) and U (VI) byb dialkyl-substituted diphosphonic acids. Twelfth Symposium on Separation Science and Technology for Energy Applications, Gatlinburg, TN, October 15-18, 2001, with Renato Chiarizia.

Otu, Emmanuel. ASolvent-free extraction of bismuth and lead from aqueous nitric acid solutions, 15th National Conference on Undergraduate Research, Lexington, KY, March 17, 2001, with Lori B. Milligan.

Otu, Emmanuel. AEnthalpy and entropy variations in the extraction of Am (III) by dialkyl-substituted alkylenediphosphonic acids. 25th Actinide Separation Conference, Boise, ID, May 14-18, 2001, with Renato Chiarizia.


Rakich, Jonathan. ACase Study - The Hospital CEOs Day, paper presentation and Proceedings, Society for Case Research (10 pages) (March 2001), Chicago.


Rakich, Jonathan. AStrategic Case Analysis Format and Model, invited presentation and panelist on ATeaching Using Cases, Health Care Administration Division-National Academy of Management Meeting (August 6, 2001), Washington, DC.

Reid, Jacqueline. APrenatal Care for Health Department Nurses@, Presented for the Improved Pregnancy Outcome Project, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY, October 17, 2001.

Reid, Jacqueline. AHealth and Wellness: Undertaking a Major Course Revision@, Presented to Indiana University School of Nursing Culbertson Symposium, Indianapolis, IN, September 21, 2001

Reid, Jacqueline. APerinatal Risk for Mothers and Infants@, Presented to Evansville Perinatal Nurses Association, University of Evansville, Evansville, IN, September 13, 2001.

Ryan, Walter. Using the Internet in teaching middle school mathematics, at the NCTM Central Regional Conference in Madison, WI in October 2001.

Ryan, Walter. Integrating local culture into elementary and middle school mathematics at the NCTM regional conference in September 2001.

Ryan, Walter. Integrating community culture into elementary and middle school mathematics at the NCTM annual conference in Orlando in April 2001.


Shen, Yu. June 2001, Hong Kong Baptist University: International Conference on ATwentieth Century China in Retrospect: new Views and Sources.@ Presentation: ABeijing under Occupation (I), 193-1940.@


OTHER

MEDIA MATERIALS


OTHER
Brengle, Linda. Directed the IUS Theatre production of Oscar Wilde’s The Importance of Being Earnest. Performances March 9, 10, 16, 17 & 18.

Brengle, Linda. Directed the IUS Theatre production of Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll’s House. Performances November 9, 10, 16, 17, & 18.


Pittman, Paul. APrincipals as Leaders and Learners: Tools & Techniques for Successful Leadership Practices@, an educational presentation to IDEAL Archdiocese of Louisville, which includes the 28 principals of all the Louisville area Catholic Grade School and Middle Schools, January 26, 2001.

Pittman, Paul. APrincipals as Leaders and Learners: Tools & Techniques for Successful Leadership Practices@, an educational presentation to IDEAL Archdiocese of Louisville, which includes the 28 principals of all the Louisville area Catholic Grade School and Middle Schools, February 23, 2001.